In the Central London County Court
ENTER YOUR CC HERE.

Claim Form

for court use only

Claim No.
Click here to clear your data after printing

Issue date

Claimant
Mr. A. Claimant
Address 1
Address 2
postcode
Tel: 020 7nnn.nnnn
Email:@btinternet.com

"Without prejudice" draft claim

SEAL

Defendant(s)
Transport for London, division of.
Greater London Authority
City Hall, The Queen’s Walk
London SE1 2AA
020 7983 4000
Correct address for service to be clarified if not above.

Brief details of claim
PCNGF1212121. (penalty charge notice)
1.Contrary to the RTA (Road traffic Act) 1991, section 66 -- (1), (a), (b)
The authority has/is pursuing a claim for penalty charges in the amount of £100 (reduced if paid by 2nd January
2006 to £50) by means of a PCN that was not served in accordance with the act, and was therefore rendered
invalid and unlawful.
2. Despite appeals for mitigation, and then provision of valid grounds for cancellation, no advice was sent to the
claimant in terms that a cancellation was being re-considered, and the term for payment suspended in the
interim.
3. This claim may be amended for costs as a result of filing; allocation questionnaires £80, Application notices
£30 each, and re-listing should it be require.

Value
Estimated if the claim goes to a full term of some 6-12 months, at court costs (small or fast track) of £170
exemplary or punitive are unquantified, but would be advised on application notice amendment of this claim.
The claimant shall be claiming exemption of the the court costs, but will be seeking, if he should prevail, full
inclusion of these costs, to be paid to the DCA or relevant body, so that the claimant in order that costs arising
are returned in some form to the taxpayer.

Defendant’s
name and
address

£
A. Claimant
Address 1
Address 2
postcode
Tel: 020 7nnn.nnnn
Email:@btinternet.com

Amount claimed
Court fee

£100/50
£170 (E)

Solicitor’s costs

TBA

Total amount

TBA

The court office at
is open between 10 am and 4 pm Monday to Friday. When corresponding with the court, please address forms or letters to the Court Manager and quote the claim number.
N1 Claim form (CPR Part 7) (01.02)

Printed on behalf of The Court Service

Claim No.

Does, or will, your claim include any issues under the Human Rights Act 1998?

✔

Yes

No

Particulars of Claim (attached)(to follow)
2. Contrary to RTA 1991 the conduct of the authority and employees is unlawful on following grounds.
Contrary to the RTA 1991, section 66 -- (1), (a) the warden did NOT AFFIX the PCN to the vehicle.
Contrary to the RTA 1991, section 66 -- (1), (b) the warden did NOT GIVE the PCN to the person appearing to
him to be in charge of the vehicle, the driver.
Contrary to Section 66 -- (3), (a) which is mandatory, The PCN being as aforementioned illegible, in the
contravention code, 'et al' is invalid.
Contrary to Section 44.--(1) --- 66A.--(1), (4) exercising a function not permitted in the manner attired by way of
not wearing A*** (TBA when particulars of the claim are filed)
Contrary to Section 44.--(1) --- 66A.--(1), (4) exercising a function not permitted in the manner attired by way of
not wearing B*** (TBA when particulars of the claim are filed)
Contrary to the extension of time for discounted payment until January 2nd, and an understanding reached with
two members of staff, the web site has been deliberately blocked for any payment at the discounted rate or
otherwise.
3. Contrary to their duty of care, several employees of the authority have been approached with grounds for
cancelling the PCN, and were intractable to mitigating circumstances relying on the STRICTEST
INTERPRETATION of the alleged offence. When legal grounds for rescinding the PCN were submitted, the
situation remained unaltered, thereby rendering the Authority (GLA) liable for a claim for damages in tort, of an
exemplary or punitive nature. It is affirmed the view of the claimant that the employees are/were fully cognisant of
the law for proper service of a PCN, and wilfully omitted this from their considerations, an abuse of the assymetry
of knowledge and or information during the relevant time, and therefore wilful negligence.
4.The claimant does not wish to pursue this matter by legal proceedings, but regrets the imposition on the courts
should it prove necessary to issue the claim, in the event the defendants remaining intractable, and upholding
their demands despite the invalidity of the PCN.
5. From the time this draft is submitted to the defendants and the Authority, the claimant would point out that the
demeanour of the defendants, and or the Authority is governed by CPR Rule 4.2, (d), with particular focus.
6. the claimant will rely (at the time of writing) on five exhibits of the PCN, payment failures on the web site, and
subsequent written exchanges.
7. The STRICTEST INTERPRETATION aforementioned by the defendants in 3. is what the claimant avers is
rendered necessary in the application of the Act in 1. above. The defendants expressly forbidding any semantics
other than literal interpretations.
Use extra sheet where necessary............

Statement of Truth
*(I believe)(The Claimant believes) that the facts stated in these particulars of claim are true.
* I am duly authorised by the claimant to sign this statement
Full name A Claimant Surname
Name of claimant’s solicitor’s firm In person
signed
*(Claimant)(Litigation friend)(Claimant’s solicitor)

position or office held
(if signing on behalf of firm or company)

*delete as appropriate
Mr. A. Claimant
Address 1
Address 2
Postcode
Tel: 020 7nnn.nnnn
Email:@btinternet.com

Claimant’s or claimant’s solicitor’s address to
which documents or payments should be sent if
different from overleaf including (if appropriate)
details of DX, fax or e-mail.

